
 NOVEMBER 1938
“The Night of Broken Glass” 

a pogrom of hate and violence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynypuxgCbH4
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Kristallnacht November 9 and 10 1938
• Legalized racial polices under Hitler and the Nuremberg Laws 
make this anti-Jewish pogrom possible
• October 1938 the German government deported 14,000 Polish Jews 
living in Germany
• 17 year old Herschel Grynszpan’s parents and sister were among 
them
• He was a student in Paris at the time

• Outraged by how his family and all Jews were 
being treated, he went to the German embassy 
in France and shot a German official
• Goebbels and Nazi authorities used this 
Jewish crime against a German citizen as an 
excuse to retaliate violently against Jews in 
Germany
• The violence that followed was said to be the 
response of Germans to Grynszpan’s crime



• In reality, Kristallnacht had been carefully planned over long 
period of time. 
• Nazi authorities gave permission and instructions to the 
Stormtroopers and other Nazi activists to:

• Burn synagogues
• Destroy holy objects used in Jewish religious rituals, like the 
Torah scrolls

• Other fanatics joined in the violence 
• Smashed windows of Jewish owned businesses
• Looted
• Vandalized and stole Jewish property
• Robbed Jewish homes
• Beat and raped and demolished everything they found

• Reports vary on the numbers of synagogues destroyed
• Some say 250 others say 1000
• About 100 (97?) Jews were killed out right
• 26,000 to 30,000 Jewish men were captured and sent to 
concentrations camps: The first arrested for just being Jewish







• The German public’s response to Kristallnacht was less 
enthusiastic than the Nazis had hoped
• Much of the dislike was for the mess and disorder it caused
• For the most part non-Jews simply turned their backs on the 
violence
• Nonetheless, Nazi authorities chose to conduct future violence 
against Jews away from the public eye to avoid criticism
• Jews were desperate to leave Germany after Kristallnacht

• Non-Jews made a lots of money taking their property as they 
left – and became participants in the Nazi atrocities and evil

• After Kristallnacht the German government held the Jewish 
community responsible for all the damage

• They took $400 million from the Jews for the killing of the 
official
• $100 million for damages to property

• Focused the public on the belief that the Jews had huge amounts of 
wealth they did not deserve


